
Celebrating Pride in the STEMM Community

How many LGBTQ+ scientists do you know? 
     
A role model is someone who inA role model is someone who influences others and leads by 
example. Many of us are inspired by people who are similar to us, 
with a similar career path and personal identity. But when we 
think of scientists, it isn’t always possible to visualise someone we 
can relate to. So how do we showcase a better diversity of people 
to help us all find our role models?
 
FFor Norwich Science Festival 2021, Ro Procter and Dr Sam Rowe 
are collaborating with Pride in STEM to host a series of events 
celebrating LGBTQ+ people in STEMM (jobs related to Science, 
Technology, Engineering, Maths and Medicine). This role model 
gallery highlights the careers, experiences and advice of eight 
LGBTQ+ people.

What does LGBTQ+ mean? 
    
LGBTQ+ is an acronym used to describe those with diverse 
sexualties and gender identities. It stands for:
   
L = lesbian
G = gay
B = bisexual
TT = transgender
Q = queer / questioning
+ = the community includes a wide range of identities beyond 
those covered by the LGBTQ acronym, such as pansexual, 
intersex, asexual, agender, aromantic, demisexual and others. 
   
It is up to all oIt is up to all of us to support the LGBTQ+ community, even if 
we aren’t part of it. An LGBTQ+ ally is someone who isn't in the 
community, but actively works to support equal and fair treatment 
of LGBTQ+ people to break down the discrimination they face.

What do we hope to achieve?
    
Discrimination and harassment are dispropoDiscrimination and harassment are disproportionally experienced 
by the LGBTQ+ community. A 2019 report¹ from the Institute of 
Physics, Royal Astronomical Society and Royal Society of 
Chemistry highlighted that 28% of LGBTQ+ STEMM 
respondents had at some point considered leaving their workplace 
because of the climate or discrimination towards LGBTQ+ 
people, and that 30% of respondents had witnessed exclusionary 
behbehaviour. In response to this, the aim of the exhibition is to 
specifically showcase people in the LGBTQ+ community to help 
establish new support networks, highlight local research projects, 
and show that STEMM is for everyone.
   
“No matter who you are, we want to support an open and 
inclusive world where everyone can be themselves and share 
their thoughts and experiences on an equal platform”
      
Sam Rowe and Ro Procter, event organisers
   

About the Sponsors and Supporters
        
Pride in STEM is a charitable trust run by an independent group of LGBTQ+ scientists & engineers 
from around the world. Its aim is to showcase and support all LGBTQ+ people in STEMM. The 
charity runs events and activities together with its extensive network of volunteers from around the 
UK and abroad. It aims to “queer up science spaces” and to “science up queer spaces”. Pride in 
STEM was founded in 2016 by Dr. Alfredo Carpineti together with his husband Chris, and Matt 
Young, a graduate researcher at the University of Nottingham. 

All the designs and illustrations All the designs and illustrations for the exhibition have been produced by artist and anatomist, 
Charlie James.

The LGBTQ+ in STEMM events are kindly sponsored by the Royal Society of Chemistry. It’s 
purpose is to advance excellence in the chemical sciences – to improve the lives of people around the 
world now and in the future. It is the professional body for chemists in the UK, and an internationally 
renowned publisher of high quality chemical science knowledge. It supports and represents more 
than 50,000 members and an international community.

        

1. Institute of Physics, Royal Astronomical Society and Royal Society of Chemistry (2019), Exploring the workplace for LGBT+ physical scientists. 
Available at: https://www.rsc.org/new-perspectives/talent/lgbt-report/ (Accessed 23 September 2021)
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